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*3 stands of 3m x 2m 
*4 free registrations 
*Constant brand presence (logo) on the main screen during the beginning and during breaks throughout the event 
*Brand presence on the digital podium located on the stage throughout the event 
*Constant brand presence in the reading of the event presenter´s script 
*Brand presence on the side of the auditorium with 2 roll up of 2m high by 1m wide throughout the event 
*1 quote from the company representative (maximun 40 words) for the press release 
*1 message from the compay about its participation in the climate summit for a piece of social networks and Emailing 
*1 Side Event lasting one hour 
* Access to a room for Networking y VIP

GOLD
Benefits

COP + IVA   $80.000.000
US                 $20.100

Value

*The presence of the logos, is not excluive, it will be accompanied by the other sponsors
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*1 stand of 3m x 2m 
*2 free registrations 
*Constant brand presence (logo) on the main screen during the start and during breaks of the chosen day 
*Brand presence on the digital podium located on the stage on the chosen day 
*Presence of the brand in the lunch area (banner at the entrance of the lunch area and pop material on the tables) 
*Brand presence in the reading of the event presenter´s script on the chosen day and to invite to the event 
*1 Message from the compay about its participation in the climate summit for a piece of social networks and Emailing 
* Access to a room for Networking

SILVER

COP + IVA   $45.000.000
US                 $11.300

*The presence of the logos, is not excluive, it will be accompanied by the other sponsors
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*Constant brand presence (logo) on the main screen during the start and during breaks of the chosen day 
*Brand presence on the digital podium located on the stage when invited to the coffee Break 
*Brand presence in the script when invited to the coffee Break 
*Brand presence at the coffee Break location (2 banners located on each side of the coffee station throughout the chosen day)
*1 Message from the compay about its participation in the climate summit for a piece of social networks and Emailing 

BRONZE

COP + IVA   $22.000.000
US                 $5.301

*The presence of the logos, is not excluive, it will be accompanied by the other sponsors
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*1 stand of 3m x 2m 
*3 free registrations 
*Constant brand presence (logo) on the main screen during the beginning and during breaks throughout the event 
*Brand presence on the digital podium located on the stage throughout the event 
*Constant brand presence in the reading of the event presenter´s script 
*Logo on the banner in the main hall

EMERAL

COP + IVA   $20.000.000
US                 $4.900

*The presence of the logos, is not excluive, it will be accompanied by the other sponsors
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**5 free registrations 
*Constant brand presence (logo) on the main screen during the beginning and during breaks throughout the event 
*Brand presence on the digital podium located on the stage throughout the event 
*Constant brand presence in the reading of the event presenter´s script *Logo on the banner in the main hall

CARBON

COP + IVA   $15.000.000
US                 $3.700

*The presence of the logos, is not excluive, it will be accompanied by the other sponsors
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Logo of the brand in the pop material of the
event: (Backpack, agenda and pen).

MERCHANDISING

COP + IVA   $28.000.000
US                 $7.060

*The presence of the logos, is not excluive, it will be accompanied by the other sponsors
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*1 stand of 3m x 2m 

Includes:
 paneling
1 electrical outlet
1 reflector light
1 table and 2 chairs 

STANDS

COP + IVA   $10.000.000
US                 $2.525

Los Stands 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 y 22 They are part of the benefits of gold, silver and emerald sponsorships.
Los Stands 1, 14, 23, 24, 26, 30 y 35 are already sold.

Benefits

Value



*1 hour of Side event
 

Auditorium with
audiovisual aids

SIDE EVENTS

COP + IVA   $12.000.000
US                 $3050

Benefits

Value



1 quota: COP $850.000 + IVA

REGISTRATION VALUE

ASOCARBONO - IETA MEMBERS 
20% discount

 COP $680.000 + IVA - USD $250 

Undergraduate Students COP
$425.000 + IVA - Limited quotas 

For every 4 registrants of the same group, the 5th is free
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